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Abstract: The article addresses a long-standing issue with regard to the status of Kashubian, a 

lect spoken in northern Poland. Should it be treated as a language, or a 'mere' dialect of Polish? 

To answer the question, one may turn to the concepts of abstand and ausbau languages 

postulated by Kloss (1967). An abstand language is one that is distinctly separate from any 

other languages. In turn, an ausbau language is a standard variety which often develops from a 

part of a dialect continuum. Hence, Kloss’s framework addresses situations in which varieties 

belonging to a dialect continuum have been standardized and elaborated upon to be considered 

separate languages although are (partially) mutually intelligible. As to Kashubian, one may 

claim that it was an abstand language in the past to be subsequently relegated to a dialect-like 

status in the process of near-dialectalization. In the recent decades, there have been attempts to 

standardize Kashubian and expand its scope of use to the areas previously occupied by Polish. 

Kashubian has an extensive body of publications such as grammars, dictionaries and literature. 

Furthermore, the lect has made advances into numerous new areas. It is used, inter alia, in the 

media, in the church, or as the language of schooling and education. All things considered, it 

seems plausible to postulate that Kashubian has attained the status of an ausbau language.  

Keywords: sociolinguistics, abstand and ausbau languages, Kashubian, standardization  

 

1. Introduction 

Linguists have been divided with regard to the status of Kashubian, a lect spoken in the 

north of Poland. While some linguists, especially recently, have treated Kashubian as one of 

the Slavic languages, others still treat it as a 'mere' dialect of Polish. Although, it may appear 

that the issue will not be resolved in the near future, in the present paper we are going to shed 

some light and present our own stance on the problem.  

According to Heinz Kloss (1967)1, an abstand language is one that is distinctly separate 

from any other languages. In turn, an ausbau language is a standard variety which often 

 
1 Kloss, H. ‘Abstand Languages’ and ‘Ausbau Languages’. Anthropological Linguistics, Vol. 9, No. 7,1967, pp. 

29-41.  
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develops from a part of a dialect continuum. Hence, it may be useful to adopt the concepts of 

abstand and ausbau languages originally proposed by Kloss as the framework used for our 

considerations. The framework addresses situations in which varieties belonging to a dialect 

continuum have been standardized and elaborated upon to be considered separate languages 

although they are (partially) mutually intelligible. If we accept Kloss’s ideas to be a valid 

framework for our investigations, one might claim that Kashubian had once been an abstand 

language, but it was subsequently relegated to a dialect-like status in the process of near-

dialectalization, becoming a dialect or near-dialect of Polish.   

Recently, there have been attempts to standardize Kashubian and expand its scope of 

use to the areas previously occupied by Polish. As Kloss says, languages are reshaped, by means 

of non-narrative prose and not necessarily by means of poetry and fiction. Bearing  the above 

in mind, let us point out that Kashubian has both types of writing. There exists an extensive 

body of publications such as grammars, dictionaries and literature in Kashubian,  but there are 

also other publications such as newspapers or magazines as well as popular websites that are 

available in Kashubian. What is more, the lect has made advances into numerous new areas, 

such as, inter alia, the media, the church and education of the primary, secondary and even 

university level. If we agree with Kloss that Kashubian, once being an abstand language, 

attained subsequently a dialect-like status, we could postulate, taking into consideration the 

facts with regard to the standardization of Kashubian that Kashubian is approaching, or has 

already attained,  the status of an ausbau language.  

2. Abstand and ausbau languages: basic considerations 

2.1 What are abstand and ausbau languages? 

At a very outset, as mentioned above, it may prove useful to adopt the concepts of abstand 

and ausbau languages, originally proposed by Heinz Kloss in 1967, as the framework used for 

our scrutiny, that is, trying to classify Kashubian as a language or a dialect. Before we present 

our observations which may be functional with regard to the assessment of Kashubian, let us 

summarize Heinz’s most important postulates with reference to abstand and ausbau languages. 

Let us start with the nomenclature offered by Kloss, which we will avail ourselves of. As Kloss2 

says “the term Abstandsprache is paraphrased best as 'language by distance', the reference being 

of course not to geographical but to intrinsic distance. The term Ausbausprache may be defined 

as 'language by development'”. The linguist adds that ausbau languages are “recognized as such 

because of having been shaped or reshaped, molded or remolded - as the case may be - in order 

to become a standardized toot of literary expression”3.  

According to Kloss, an ausbau language is considered a language by virtue of the fact 

that it has been reshaped, remolded and elaborated on through the process of deliberate 

language planning. What is important is that this process cannot be “slow, almost imperceptible 

and quite uncontrolled (…) which we are wont to call natural”4. This observation is of primary 

importance to our analysis, since, as we will see, it will prove useful to formulate our 

conclusions with regard to the status of Kashubian. On the other hand, “an abstand language is 

a linguistic unit which a linguist would have to call a language even if not a single word had 

ever been written in it”5. What plays a crucial role here is that an abstand language significantly 

differs from other languages, to the extent that observers usually have no problem classifying 

 
2 Op. cit., p. 29. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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it as a language, and not a dialect. In turn, the concept of ausbau language is chiefly a 

sociological one. As already mentioned, in the framework offered by Kloss, the term refers to 

languages which have been intentionally reshaped as to serve as a means of literary expression.  

What is important is that some languages “among them English, French, and German, 

are both abstand and ausbau languages, i.e., they are called languages both because of having 

been made over and because of their intrinsic distance from all other languages”6. Kloss adds 

that numerous languages are treated as languages and not dialects, merely due to the fact of 

being ausbau languages. In this respect, Kloss says that “if one asked whether a given language 

would be accorded that designation if its speakers had adopted a closely related standard 

language as their chief medium of literary expression, one would probably be surprised at how 

many would have to be classified as mere dialects (or clusters of dialects)”7. For example, if 

the Czech language had been adopted by all the speakers of the Slovak dialects,  and the 

Portuguese language had been adopted by all the Galician speakers, under such circumstances, 

we would probably not claim that the Galician dialects and the Slovak dialects constitute the 

dialects of the Galician language and the Slovak language, but rather the dialects of Portuguese 

and Czech, respectively.   

 Following the principles of Kloss’s framework, let us expand on the concept of ausbau 

language. First of all, an ausbau language must be differentiated with the so-called polycentric 

standard language. We deal with the polycentric standard language if there are two variants of 

the same standard, based on the same or very similar dialect. A classical example of such a 

language was Serbo-Croatian, one of the languages of Yugoslavia. As Kloss advocates, 

although polycentric standard languages have two variants, we do not treat those variants as 

two different languages since there is “no intrinsic distance”8 between them. We often find 

polycentric standards if  a language has a dominant position in two or more places which are 

separated geographically (cf. British and American English,  Portuguese used in Portugal and 

Brazilian Portuguese). 

Furthermore, we may find situations where we deal with two ausbau languages which 

are not based on abstand languages. Here, we deal with dialects whose speakers would probably 

be classified by experts as users of one linguistic community if those speakers were still at a 

preliterate stage9. Kloss adds that such ausbau languages usually have created two literary 

standards, which are based on different dialects. Those standards would, naturally, have some 

differences which often do not exclude mutual intelligibility. This observation is also important 

for our considerations with regard to Kashubian. Among such ausbau languages, one can 

mention Czech and Slovak, Danish and Swedish, or Bulgarian and Macedonian10. Finally, we 

can mention situations where two written standards are based on different groups of dialects 

and they are considered to be two separate (abstand) languages because of their  intrinsic 

distance. Dutch and German are examples of such languages.  

2.2 Abstand and ausbau languages and language planning  

 
6 Op. cit., p. 30. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Op. cit., p. 31. 
9 Ibid. 
10 In this place let us quote Kloss (1967:31) who says that H. G. Lunt writes about the relation between Macedonian 

and Bulgarian in the following way: “That Macedonians should accept standard Bulgarian for their own use would 

demand far fewer concessions on their part than have been made by Bavarians and Hamburgers, by Neapolitans 

and Piedmontese, and even within Yugoslavia by natives of Nil in the Southeast and Senj in the Northwest”. 
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As Kloss informs, efforts to reshape a language usually concentrate on its written form. 

Spoken language is transformed through its literary standard. This reflection is also of special 

importance in our consideration concerning the status of Kashubian. In the same vein, the 

scholar claims that “it is not so much by means of poetry and fiction that a language is reshaped 

(and perhaps salvaged) but by means of non-narrative prose. It need not be - certainly not from 

the outset - scholarly literature of a high caliber, but at the very least popular prose (suitable for 

unsophisticated magazines and educational textbooks) seems indispensable”11. According to 

the scholar, there are three levels of non-narrative prose:  popular non-narrative prose (e.g. 

primers, devotional and/or political booklets, etc.),  sophisticated non-narrative prose (e.g. 

literary criticism, summaries of essential findings of science, etc.), and learned non-narrative 

prose (e.g. original research work, procedures, intricate presentations of research problems, 

etc.)12. As will be seen in the next part of the article, Kashubian has produced a large volume 

of  non-narrative prose belonging to all three levels mentioned above.  

According to Kloss, there are two kinds of language planning. By Kloss, they are 

referred to as conservative language planning and innovational language planning. 

Conservative language planners pay particular attention to “correctness, purism, elegance; they 

select what to them seems best from among the existing forms of speech and if change is 

unavoidable they at least try to slow it down”. In turn, innovational language planners “are bent 

on change and their long-range goals (sometimes even their methods) are often revolutionary”. 

As the scholar holds, the aforementioned distinction is significant, as ausbau languages by 

definition are not the result of conservative language planning, but of innovational language 

planning. Also this observation has important implications for our consideration with regard to 

the status of Kashubian.  

2.3. Dialectization and near-dialectization 

It happens often that the relationship between two related languages may be even less 

obvious if the languages are used by literate populations. In  such a case, we may deal with a 

situation that Kloss dubs “the near-dialectization of a sister language - brought about, of course, 

by its sister”13. In numerous cases, abstand languages have been relegates to the dialect-like 

status. The speakers of such languages very often find their variety to be a dialect of the more 

prestigious literary language. This is very much true about the speakers of Kashubian. 

Especially, before the political changes that took place in Poland and other central and eastern 

European countries in the 90s of the 20th century, the official stance on Kashubian, promoted 

and acknowledged by the Polish authorities, was that Kashubian was a mere dialect of Polish. 

A vast number of Kashubian speakers would accept such treatment of their variety. The 

situation started to change only in the 90s of the 20th century when the speakers of Kashubian 

began speaking more readily of their lect as a language independent of Polish. Attempts to 

subjugate a language to a role of a dialect are not isolated cases in human history. For instance, 

Catalan during the reign of Franco was restricted to the role of a dialect. Yet, this status of 

Catalan was never accepted by its speakers who still treated their lect as a language. Kloss 

provides some examples of languages which have been near-dialectized. For instance, Low 

German has become a near-dialect of Standard German, Sardinian may be treated as a near 

dialect of Italian, whereas, what is of great importance to us, Kashubian may be treated as a 

near-dialect of Polish. It this place, we would like to stress the fact that even the most fervent 

 
11 Kloss, H. ‘Abstand Languages’ and ‘Ausbau Languages’. Anthropological Linguistics, Vol. 9, No. 7,1967, p. 

33. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Op. cit., p. 34. 
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opponents of the language ‘independence’ of Kashubian would normally acknowledge 

Kashubian as ‘the most diverse of all the Polish dialects’.  

 

3. Evolution of Kashubian into an ausbau language 

3.1 Kashubian: the past and the present 

Kashubian is a variety belonging to the Lekhitic subgroup of the West Slavic group of 

languages. It is spoken on the southern coast of the Baltic Sea in the Polish region of Pomerania, 

in the proximity to the city of Gdańsk. According to the national census of 2011, over 108 

thousand individuals declared Kashubian to be their primary means of communication in the 

home14. Kashubian has officially enjoyed the status of a regional language in Poland since 

2005. As mentioned at the very outset, the status of Kashubian remains controversial, although 

there is a growing tendency among linguists and Kashubians themselves to treat Kashubian as 

a language rather than a dialect of Polish.  

The beginnings of Kashubian can be traced back to the Pomeranian varieties spoken in 

the Middle Ages on the southern Baltic shore, in the area stretching west of the lower Vistula. 

In turn, standard Polish originated from the ‘inland’ Polish dialects, especially those of Greater 

Poland and Lesser Poland (cf. Klemensiewicz 2002 and Treder 2013). In the words of 

Topolińska15, the Kashubian dialects “are the only remnants of the previously vast area of the 

Lekhitic Pomeranian dialects spoken once on the Baltic shore from the Vistula to the right side 

of the Elbe”. The last fact appears to rather interesting, since, as we can see,  Kashubian and 

Polish have different roots. 

Bearing in mind the above-mentioned facts concerning the distinction between abstand 

and ausbau languages, it may be postulated that Kashubian was once an abstand language which 

subsequently underwent the process of near-dialectalization. This is also what Kloss claims 

with reference to Kashubian16 and is also in line with what the Czech linguist Vít Dovalil 

advocates. Dovalil says that some abstand languages “may, for ideological or psychological 

reasons, be considered dialects of other elaborated languages (eg. Kashubian in relation to 

Polish (…)”17. We agree with the aforesaid authors that Kashubian was once a abstand language 

that become a near-dialect of Polish. This is not surprising, bearing in mind that, apart from a 

short period in the Middle Ages when there existed a ‘Kashubian’ dukedom, there has not been 

a Kashubian state. During its history, Kashubia was an area of rivalry between various Polish 

and German states and has been interchangeably either a part of Poland or a part of different 

German states. In such circumstances, it is not surprising that Kashubian was not established as 

an official language, which definitely promoted the near-dialectalization. 

3.2 Kashubian: towards an ausbau language  

 
14 According to Zrzeszenie Kaszubsko-Pomorskie, www.kaszubi.pl (accessed on 12.09.2018).  
15 Topolińska, A. Historical Phonology of the Kashubian Dialects of Polish, Walter de Gruyter, 1974, p. 13. 
16 Kloss, H. ‘Abstand Languages’ and ‘Ausbau Languages’. Anthropological Linguistics, Vol. 9, No. 7,1967, p. 

35. 
17 Dovalil, V. JAZYK TYPU AUSBAU – JAZYK TYPU ABSTAND, in Karlík, P.,  Nekula, M. and Pleskalová, 

J. (eds.), CzechEncy - Nový encyklopedický slovník češtiny, 2017. URL: 

https://www.czechency.org/slovnik/JAZYK TYPU AUSBAU – JAZYK TYPU ABSTAND (accessed on 

4.12.2019). The original Czech version: “(…) mohou být z ideologických či psychologických důvodů považovány 

za dialekty jiných elaborovaných jazyků (např. kašubština ve vztahu k polštině (…))” (translation mine). 

http://www.kaszubi.pl/
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Let us now have a closer look at the current, sociolinguistic status quo of Kashubian. As 

Kloss claims, “the relation between the polycentric standard language (as typified by Serbo-

Croatian) and the ausbau language (as typified by Slovak in its relation to Czech) is not a static 

but a dynamic one”. Bearing in mind the aforementioned statement and the findings presented 

above, we postulate that Kashubian is an ausbau language. Kashubian should then be put in one 

group, along with other ausbau, West Slavic languages, such as Polish, Czech, or Slovak. If we 

treat Czech and Slovak, two very similar lects, as two languages, why should we not consider 

Polish and Kashubian also as independent languages? Let us quote Trudgill who holds that 

“Polish, Slovak and Czech are Ausbau languages which together form the West Slavic dialect 

continuum. They are mutually intelligible, especially Polish and Slovak, and Slovak and Czech, but 

they form three separate languages because there are three separate standardised norms with their own 

agreed and accepted orthographies, shared histories, traditional literatures, widely used dictionaries and 

grammar books – and their own nation states”18. Trudgill stresses the existence of, among other, 

separate standardized norms along with accepted orthographies, literatures, widely used dictionaries 

and grammar books as a prerequisite for existence of an ausbau language. It seems plausible to claim 

that in case of Kashubian, the above mentioned formal conditions for establishing an ausbau language 

have been met. As Kloss says, “we might keep in mind, then, that the abstand (distance) language 

concept is derived from the spoken language, while the ausbau concept is derived from the 

written standard”19. 

3.2.1 Standardization of Kashubian 

As Treder20 says, we may notice a steady progress in establishing the standard Kashubian 

language. With regard to the standard of Kashubian, Popowska-Taborska and 

DołowyRybińska claim that the language material used in the process of the establishment of 

the Kashubian standard comes mostly from the most archaic, northern and north-western 

Kashubian dialects.  This material is continuously adjusted, in opposition to the Polish literary 

language, to the functions it is going to perform in the standard. Hence, it is not surprising that 

Slavic archaisms which are non-existent in Polish, borrowings from Low German as well as 

neologisms are abundant in the new, Kashubian language21.  

While writing about standardization of languages, one should mention the role of the official 

bodies regulating languages, such as Académie française (‘the French Academy’) or Rat für 

deutsche Rechtschreibung (‘Council for German Orthography’) for German. A similar body 

has also been established for Kashubian. In 2006 Radzëzna Kaszëbsczégò Jãzëka (‘The Council 

of the Kashubian Language’) was established. The Council is the authority which disseminates 

and promotes the knowledge about Kashubian and is competent for the matters connected with 

conducting exams in Kashubian as well as granting language certificates to teachers of 

Kashubian. According to Wardhaugh, standardization is connected with language codification. 

This includes the development of grammars, spelling books, dictionaries and literature (cf. 

 
18 Trudgill, P. Glocalisation and the Ausbau sociolinguistics of modern Europe, in A. Duszak and Okulska, U. 

(eds.), Speaking from the margin: global English from a European perspective. Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 2004, p. 3. 
19 Kloss, H. ‘Abstand Languages’ and ‘Ausbau Languages’. Anthropological Linguistics, Vol. 9, No. 7,1967, p. 

33. 
20 Treder, J. Kaszubszczyzna – od dialektu do języka. In Dunin-Dudkowska, A. and A. Małyski (eds.), 70 lat 

współczesnej polszczyzny. Zjawiska – Procesy –Tendencje. Księga jubileuszowa dedykowana Profesorowi Janowi 

Mazurowi, Wydawnictwo UMCS, 2013, pp. 421-438. 
21 Popowska-Taborska, H. and DołowyRybińska, N. Czy współcześnie powstający kaszubski język literacki oraz 

obecnie tworzony język neobretoński mogą stanowić przedmiot dociekań badaczy językowego obrazu świata? 

Studia z Filologii Polskiej i Słowiańskiej, 50, 2015, pp. 271-279. 
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Treder22 and Gołąbek 201823). Below we present some facts in connection with the Kashubian 

literature24. 

  Language-related publications 

Kashubian has an extensive body of publications such as grammars, spelling books, 

dictionaries and literature. Several Kashubian grammars have been published. Let us mention 

but three representative titles. A German historian and Slavist, Friedrich Lorentz published his 

Gramatyka pomorska25 (‘A Pomeranian Grammar’) in the 30s of the 20th century. The grammar 

is a thorough three-volume work and it provides a detailed description of Kashubian spoken at 

the beginning of the 20th century. Another interesting publication is Gramatyka kaszubska: 

Zarys popularny (‘The Kashubian Grammar: a Popular Sketch’) by Edward Breza and Jerzy 

Treder26. It is a descriptive compendium of the grammar of Kashubian. The last publication is 

Hana Makùrôt’s contemporary, prescriptive grammar of Kashubian, Gramatika kaszëbsczégò 

jãzëka (‘A Grammar of the Kashubian Language’) from 201627. The last source  may be well 

used by the students studying Kashubian and those who need a reference book of standard 

Kashubian. In this place, we may add that there is a growing number of individuals who speak 

standard Kashubian. They may be those who learned one of the Kashubian dialects at home, 

but have also a certain command of standard Kashubian as well as those who learned standard 

Kashubian as a second language.  

There are also several Kashubian spelling books and dictionaries that are available. An 

early Kashubian dictionary, Słownik języka pomorskiego czyli kaszubskiego28 (‘A Dictionary of 

the Pomeranian, that is, the Kashubian Language’) by Stefan Ramułt was first published in 

1893 and it was re-published in a revised version in 2003. The dictionary is bilingual, 

Kashubian-Polish, and it contains about 20 thousand Kashubian words. A comprehensive 

Kashubian dictionary is that written by Bernard Sychta who was a catholic priest, Kashubian 

activist and linguist. His dictionary Słownik gwar kaszubskich na tle kultury ludowej29 (‘A 

Dictionary of the Kashubian Subdialects against the Backdrop of the Folk Culture’) is a 

monumental, seven-volume work of profound significance for the Kashubian language. Last, 

but not least, let us mention Eùgeniusz Gòłąbk’s contemporary prescriptive dictionary 

Kaszëbsczi słowôrz normatiwny30 (‘A Kashubian Normative Dictionary’), published in 2005. 

The work is a monolingual dictionary written in Kashubian, which provides definitions of 

lexical items as well as prescribes the grammatical patterns of use, where appropriate. In 1997, 

the same author produced a spelling book entitled Wskôzë kaszëbsczégò pisënkù31 (‘The 

Kashubian Spelling Rules’). Before we go on to present some of the literary works in 

Kashubian, let us mention Jerzi Tréder’s book entitled Spòdlowô wiédza ò kaszëbiznie32 (‘Some 

 
22 Treder, J. Kaszubszczyzna – od dialektu do języka. In Dunin-Dudkowska, A. and A. Małyski (eds.), 70 lat 

współczesnej polszczyzny. Zjawiska – Procesy –Tendencje. Księga jubileuszowa dedykowana Profesorowi 

Janowi Mazurowi, Wydawnictwo UMCS, 2013, pp. 421-438. 
23 Wardhaugh, R. An Introduction to Sociolinguistics, Blackwell Publishing, 2006, p. 33. 
24 Gołąbek, R. Standardization as a Criterion Used in Distinguishing a Language From a Dialect: a Sociolinguistic 

Perspective on Kashubian. Radomskie Studia Filologiczne, 1/7/2018, 2018, pp. 68-78. 
25 Loretnz, F. Gramatyka pomorska, Wydawnictwo Instytutu Zachodniosłowiańskiego, 1927-37. All the 

translations from Polish and Kashubian into English are mine.  
26 Breza, E. and Treder, J. Gramatyka kaszubska: Zarys popularny. Zrzeszenie Kaszubsko-Pomorskie, 1981. 
27 Makùrôt, H. Gramatika kaszëbsczégò jãzëka, Wëdôwizna Kaszëbskò-Pòmòrsczégò Zrzeszeniô, 2016. The 

names of the authors publishing in Kashubian are quoted in Kashubian if they appear as such in a given publication.  
28 Ramułt, S.: Słownik języka pomorskiego czyli kaszubskiego, Akademia Umiejętności, 1983.  
29 Sychta, B.:  Słownik gwar kaszubskich na tle kultury ludowej, Ossolineum, 1967–76. 
30 Gòłąbk, E.: Kaszëbsczi słowôrz normatywny, Oficyna Czec, 2005. 
31 Gòłąbk, E.: Wskôzë kaszëbsczégò pisënkù, Oficyna Czec, 1997. 
32 Tréder, J.: Spòdlowô wiédza ò kaszëbiznie, Wëdôwizna Kaszëbskò-Pòmòrsczégò Zrzeszeniô, 2014. 
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Basic Facts about Kashubian’). The book contains abundant information in connection with 

Kashubian, such as the summary of the research on Kashubian, Kashubian spelling rules, 

internal variation of Kashubian, the standardization facts pertaining to Kashubian and 

Kashubian language maps.  

Literature  

Now, let us turn to the literature written in Kashubian. A detail description of the 

Kashubian literature is far beyond the scope of this article. Suffice it to mention that Kashubian 

literature has existed for many years and is well represented by different literary genres. As 

Kalinowski and Kuik-Kalinowska33 hold, in the 15th century the period of the Proto-Kashubian 

literature begins. One of the earliest pieces of Kashubian writings is Duchowne piesnie D. 

Marciná Lutherá y ynßich naboznich męzow (‘Spiritual Songs of Doctor Martin Luther’)34. As 

far as the 19th century writings are concerned, Kalinowski and Kuik-Kalinowska35 mention 

Florian Ceynowa, as an example of a Kashubian Romantic writer.  Ceynowa is often referred 

to as the father of the Kashubian literature36. In turn, Heronim Derdowski is known for writing 

his satirical epic O Panu Czorlińścim co do Pucka po sece jachoł37 (‘Mr. Czorlinsczi Goes to 

Puck to Buy Fishing Nets’).The poem was published in 1880 and is often regarded as the earliest 

example of the Kashubian poetry. Żëce i przigodë Remusa - Zvjercadło kaszubskji38 (‘Life and 

Adventures of Remus - the Kashubian Mirror’), by Aleksander Majkowski is considered not 

only his master work, but also the greatest masterpiece of the Kashubian literature.  

According to Kalinowski and Kuik-Kalinowska39, there was a great expansion of  

literature in Kashubian in the second half of the 20th century. Again, due to the abundance of 

creations, it is impossible to mention all the writers and poets creating in Kashubian after the 

Second World War. Among the most prominent literates, one can enumerate Jan Piepka, Alojzy 

Nagel and Jan Drzeżdżon. Another wave of Kashubian literary creators include, inter alia, 

Stanislaw Pestka, Marian Majkowski, Eugeniusz Pryczkowski and Stanisław Janke. The 

youngest generation of authors writing in Kashubian may be represented, among others, by 

Roman Drzeżdżon, Tomasz Fopke and Ida Czaja. 

3.2.2 Kashubian in education and other domains  

It is possible to learn Kashubian in schools in the region of Kashubia. According to 

Treder40, in  2005 Kashubian was taught in 10% of the schools in the region, but only 1.0% of 

the school students attended Kashubian lessons. Learning Kashubian at schools is voluntary. 

As of 2015 around 18 thousands students attended Kashubian lessons in the region of 

 
33 Kalinowski, D., Kuik-Kalinowska, A.: Vademecum Kaszubskie - Literatura Kaszubska. Rekonesans, 

Wydawnictwo Zrzeszenia Kaszubsko – Pomorskiego, 2017, p. 14. 
34 In this place we should mention that some authors claim that the work was written in Polish and only contains 

regional, Kashubian elements. For details see 34 Treder, J. and Obracht-Prondzyński, C. Kashubian Literature: The 

Phenomenon, its History and its Social Dimension. In Obracht-Prondzyński, C. and T.Wicherkiewicz (eds), The 

Kashubs: Past and Present, Peter Lang, 2011, pp. 109-140. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Op. cit., p. 54. 
37 Derdowski, H. O panu Czorlińscim, co do Pucka po sece jachoł, Drukarnia i księgarnia w Pelplinie, 1934. 
38 Majkowski, A.  Żëcé i przigodë Remusa. Zvjercadło kaszubskji, Stanica, 1938. 
39 Kalinowski, D., Kuik-Kalinowska, A.: Vademecum Kaszubskie - Literatura Kaszubska. Rekonesans, 

Wydawnictwo Zrzeszenia Kaszubsko – Pomorskiego, 2017, p. 18. 
40 Treder, J. Kaszubszczyzna – od dialektu do języka. In Dunin-Dudkowska, A. and A. Małyski (eds.), 70 lat 

współczesnej polszczyzny. Zjawiska – Procesy –Tendencje. Księga jubileuszowa dedykowana Profesorowi Janowi 

Mazurowi, Wydawnictwo UMCS, 2013, pp. 421-438. 
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Pomerania in northern Poland41. According to Treder, in 2005 there were about 400 teachers 

who were qualified to teach the language. There are some Kashubian coursebooks available 

which are used in the process of teaching Kashubian. For several years, it has been also possible 

to take the Matura secondary school exit exam in Kashubian. It is also possible to study 

Kashubian at the university level. The University of Gdańsk offers a B.A. course in Kashubian 

ethnophilology as well as postgraduate studies in the Kashubian language and culture.  

Furthermore, as far as the use of Kashubian in the media is concerned, one may mention 

that several newspapers and periodicals in Kashubian were published in the past or still come 

out. However, as Treder42 says the number of press titles in Kashubian is still low. There is also 

a popular radio station Radio Kaszëbë that broadcasts partially in Kashubian in the Pomerania 

region of Poland. The station boasts having around 900 thousand listeners 43. Additionally, some 

radio programs appear on the Polish public Radio Gdańsk, while the local public TV station, 

TV Gdańsk, broadcasts some programmes in Kashubian on a regular basis. Yet, the number of 

broadcasts in Kashubian remains unsatisfactory. Kashubian is present on the Internet. There are 

numerous websites in Kashubian and promoting Kashubian. Also, there exists a Kashubian 

version of Wikipedia. 

Finally, let us address the position of Kashubian in the Catholic Church of the region. 

According to Treder44, in 2013, in about 20 parishes masses were said in Kashubian, whereas 

in some other churches selected parts of the service are said in Kashubian. While talking about 

Kashubian used in the religious domain, we should also mention that certain parts of the Bible, 

including some books of the Old Testament and the Gospels of John, Mark, Matthew and Luke, 

have been translated into Kashubian, whereas some other fragments are being currently 

translated. There is also other religious literature in Kashubian.    

4. Conclusions  

Among linguists there is disagreement with regard to the status of Kashubian. Some 

scholars treat it as a language, while to others it is a mere dialect of Polish. The framework of 

abstand and ausbau languages originally proposed by Kloss may be a useful tool in deciding on 

the status of certain lects, including Kashubian. An abstand language is one that is distinctly 

separate from any other languages. In turn, an ausbau language is a standard variety which often 

develops from a part of a dialect continuum in the process of reshaping and elaboration, a part 

of which is standardization. As to Kashubian, one may claim that it used to be an abstand 

language in the past, but it was subsequently relegated to a dialect-like status in the process of 

near-dialectalization. In the recent decades, however, there have been attempts to standardize 

Kashubian and expand its scope of use to the areas previously occupied by German or Polish. 

Kashubian has an extensive body of publications such as grammars, dictionaries and literature. 

Furthermore, the lect has made advances into numerous new areas.  It is used, inter alia, in the 

media, in the church, or as the language of education. All things considered, especially taking 

 
41 According to Onet.pl, https://trojmiasto.onet.pl/men-jezyka-kaszubskiego-uczy-sie-okolo-18-tysiecy-

uczniow/vx2rdj (accessed on 04.12.2019). 
42 Treder, J. Kaszubszczyzna – od dialektu do języka. In Dunin-Dudkowska, A. and A. Małyski (eds.), 70 lat 

współczesnej polszczyzny. Zjawiska – Procesy –Tendencje. Księga jubileuszowa dedykowana Profesorowi Janowi 

Mazurowi, Wydawnictwo UMCS, 2013, pp. 421-438. 
43 According to Radio Kaszëbë, www.radiokaszebe.pl (accessed on 12.09.2018). 
44 Treder, J. Kaszubszczyzna – od dialektu do języka. In Dunin-Dudkowska, A. and A. Małyski (eds.), 70 lat 

współczesnej polszczyzny. Zjawiska – Procesy –Tendencje. Księga jubileuszowa dedykowana Profesorowi 

Janowi Mazurowi, Wydawnictwo UMCS, 2013, pp. 421-438. 

https://trojmiasto.onet.pl/men-jezyka-kaszubskiego-uczy-sie-okolo-18-tysiecy-uczniow/vx2rdj
https://trojmiasto.onet.pl/men-jezyka-kaszubskiego-uczy-sie-okolo-18-tysiecy-uczniow/vx2rdj
http://www.radiokaszebe.pl/
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into account the elaboration, reshaping and standardization facts, is seems plausible to believe 

that Kashubian is an ausbau language.  
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